FANTASTIC RACE TASKS

1. Take a team picture with your bikes and caption it with your team name. Please tag

each of your team members, or name each team member when you submit the photo
via email.
2. Take a photo in front of the DUER store with the window decal or sandwich board that

says “World’s Most Comfortable Pants” and Tag @duerperformance
3. Head to Bike and Brew and complete a “tire pump challenge”, pumping a member of

your teams tires up to 40 psi. Ask the staff if you need help! They are open from 10am
to 5pm.
4. Take a photo with one of the BUMP Murals
5. Take a photo with a dog somewhere on your ride (ask permission first if it’s not your

dog!)
6. Film you or your whole team doing a small dance (10 - 30 seconds) on the ‘Enmax

Stage’ at Prince's Island Park (if the stage is already in use, find a different spot in
the park to dance!).
7. Take a photo standing barefoot in the Bow River
8. Touch your nose to Nose Hill.
9. Find a Little Free Library in Inglewood, pose for a picture holding one of the books.
10. Take a picture of a horse (creativity encouraged)
11. Tell us your favourite flavour Village Ice Cream in Bridgeland and take a picture of

the menu board.
12. Take a picture of your bike(s) in front of Two Wheel View.
13. Get a picture of your whole team on the slide at Fly Over Park
14. Pose in the shape of your favourite letter at Poppy Plaza
15. Make a peace sign on the Peace Bridge
16. Pretend to be your favourite bird in front of the Inglewood Bird Sanctuary
17. Take a picture in front of the oldest building in Calgary
18. Pose with a statue on Stephen Ave
19. Visit the Rundle Ruins and snap a photo of your team
20. Take a selfie with Robert the Bruce - King of Scots

